Treating Obesity with Gastric Bypass

Obesity puts your health at risk

Living with excess weight has been shown to put your health at risk. The risk increases sharply as your obesity becomes more severe. Serious health problems may also result when dieting leads to “weight cycling” (the repeated loss and regain of body weight). Obesity dramatically increases the risk of type 2 diabetes, high blood pressure, high levels of triglycerides (a type of blood fat), heart disease and stroke, arthritis, and obstructive sleep apnea. Higher body weights are also associated with cancer and early death.

Bariatric surgery is the most effective treatment for obesity

Without the medical intervention that bariatric surgery provides, many patients with severe obesity are not successful in managing their weight and related health conditions. Most nonsurgical weight loss programs are based on a combination of diet, behavior modification, and regular exercise. Published scientific papers report that these methods alone rarely resolve severe obesity because they fail to help people maintain weight loss. In fact, more than 95% of people regain the weight they lose within a few years after treatment. **[Bariatric surgery] is the most effective treatment to date, resulting in sustainable and significant weight loss along with resolution of weight-related health conditions in up to 80% of people.**

How it works to help you lose weight

The gastric bypass is a bariatric and metabolic procedure that works in two ways: it creates a physical change in your body and a chemical change. The physical change reduces the amount of food you eat at one time and where the calories are absorbed during digestion. The chemical changes affect the signals in your body that control your blood sugar levels, whether you feel hungry or full and how your body processes food.

Gastric bypass has been shown to resolve or improve:

- **Type 2 diabetes – 60-84% resolved**
- **sleep apnea – 76% resolved**
- **High blood pressure – 66% resolved**
- **High cholesterol – 94% resolved**

Bariatric and metabolic surgery has helped thousands of people discover life at a healthier weight and resolve many of the health risks associated with severe obesity.
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**Gastric Bypass**

**The procedure**

The surgeon creates a small stomach pouch using staples, then attaches a section of the small intestine directly to the pouch.

The remaining stomach area is stapled shut and divided from the smaller pouch.

This allows food to bypass a portion of the small intestine where calories and nutrients are normally absorbed.

When surgeons do a gastric bypass, they make physical changes by creating a small stomach pouch and bypassing, or going past, a section of small intestine.

- The surgeon creates a stomach pouch that makes the stomach a lot smaller and reduces the amount of food it can hold. The smaller stomach size helps you feel full more quickly, which reduces the amount of calories you eat.

- The stomach pouch is then surgically attached to the middle of the small intestine, skipping the rest of the stomach and the upper portion of the small intestine (duodenum). Going past part of the intestine may also limit the amount of calories that are absorbed and sends messages to your brain so you feel full.

**Advantages**

- Limits the amount of food that can be eaten at a meal and reduces the desire to eat.

- Average excess weight loss is generally higher than with gastric banding or sleeve gastrectomy.

- No postoperative adjustments are required.

- An analysis of clinical studies reported an average excess weight loss of 62% in 4204 patients.\(^1\)

- Shown to help resolve type 2 diabetes (60-84%), high blood pressure (66%), obstructive sleep apnea (76%), and to help improve high cholesterol (94%).\(^2\)

- In a study of 608 gastric bypass patients, 553 maintained contact for 14 years; the study reported that significant weight loss was maintained at 14 years.\(^3\)

**Risks**

The following are in addition to the general risks of surgery:

- A condition known as dumping syndrome can occur as the result of rapid emptying of stomach contents into the small intestine. This is sometimes triggered when too much sugar or large amounts of food are consumed. While generally not considered to be a serious risk to your health, the results can include nausea, weakness, sweating, faintness and, on occasion, diarrhea after eating.

- Rerouting of bile, pancreatic and other digestive juices beyond the stomach can cause intestinal irritation and ulcers.

- The lower stomach pouch and segments of the small intestine cannot be easily visualized using x-ray or endoscopy if problems such as ulcers, bleeding or malignancy should occur.

- In some patients, bypassing the duodenum has caused:
  - Poor absorption of iron and calcium resulting in the lowering of total body iron and a predisposition to iron deficiency anemia. Women should be aware of the potential for heightened bone calcium loss.
  - Metabolic bone disease, resulting in bone pain, loss of height, humped back and fractures of the ribs and hip bones.
  - Chronic anemia due to vitamin B12 deficiency.

\(^*\)The deficiencies mentioned above can be managed through proper diet and vitamin supplements.

**Talk with your surgeon about the possible surgical risks.**